
“Lovely and heartwarming!”
Lucinda Franks, 

Pulitzer Prize-winning author
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In Collingsworth, Connecticut,
just lying on the ground,

    old brown wallet 
that was lost 

(but not yet found).

there was an
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Now walking home from 
school that day was

For Walter hadn’t had
what you would call the greatest day.
(This 9-year-old from Collingsworth

    was feeling rather grey.)

           Walter Whippingdale.
His shoulders slumped, his 

forehead creased,
and moving like a snail.
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                     For starters,  Mary Murple
             seemed to like another boy.

And then, in class, he couldn’t name
        a town in Illinois!

                                  Then during lunch
                                    he’d slipped 

                                         and gotten mustard 

                                            in his eye!

    He’d struck out
             during recess

                    and he’d lost 
              his favorite tie. 
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blotch!

He almost got detention
and he broke his favorite watch. 

The pimple on his nose had turned 

into a big
 red

Then, leaving school, his awful day 
got even worse than that.

He saw a dog 

and he was barked at

     by a                   
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So as he walked in sorrow
Walter stared down at his feet.

And that was how
young Walter saw.. .

the wallet 
in the street!
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At first he was confused by
such a strange and shocking sight.

  But then he looked around him— 

to his left ...and 
to his right.

 And Walter thought

“Could something good 
be happening... 

to ME?”

anywhere

    And 

         t
here 

was 

no one

as far as he 
could see.
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With 10’s and 20’s bursting out
and 50’s in between,

             it felt like he had found a
 private ATM machine!

cash!

He knelt and saw how fat it was
and knew within a flash

the old brown wallet at his feet
                 was stuffed with wads of

He thought of how
this day had 

left him feeling like a goat. 

And so he took 
            the wallet and 

he stuffed it in his

coat!
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And as he walked through town
he laughed and held his head up high,

and thought of all the many things 
his newfound cash would buy.

He passed McDougal’s Cycles 
and he saw a racing bike.

He’d buy that ten-speed beauty 

           
                   Why, anytime he’d like!
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At Spintinelli’s Sporting Goods— 
              the latest tennis shoes.

He’d have those babies
 on his feet 

       before the
       evening news!

At Verglemeister’s 
 Videos, 

    the hottest

     hand-held 
      game. 

He’d play it before all the kids 
and put them all to 

shame!
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At Puffenhoffer’s Pastries
there were cookies, cakes, and more. 
He’d have a taste of every yummy 

pastry in the store!

A rollerblader zipped on by,
 so Walter did declare:

He’d buy up everything he saw
(for after all, he could).

And then, despite the day he’d had, 
young Walter would feel good.

“Now that I’m rich, I might as well
go get myself a pair!”
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While looking for the next thing 
              that he’d purchase with his dough,
                 he saw a man across the street 

whose head was hanging low.
The man was nearly crying

as he spoke to the police.
His clothes and shoes and hands 

were all a mess of 
         mud and grease.

 Now, Walter, he grew curious—
why was this man so sad?
And so he crossed the street

to hear what
made the man feel bad.
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“I really need to find it!
I just have to get it back!

I’ve crawled in every corner 
    and I’ve searched in 

“That’s why I look 
so muddy,” 

said the old man
            with a frown. 

“It had my monthly wages—
It was old . . . and it was brown.”

And right then
Walter realized

            what the old man
couldn’t find.

The bike, the blades, 
the tennis shoes

went racing
through his mind. 

           He reached into his coat
                   and touched the money,

              crisp and dry,

and thought of just 
                 how good he’d feel

                    with all that it 
             would buy.
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“Excuse me, sir — I think it’s good 
your path and mine have crossed, 

for I believe I’ve found
  the very wallet that you lost!”

He cleared his throat, 
           then cleared his mind 

                    and instantly he knew

with zero hesitation 
just exactly what to do. 

And Walter pulled the wallet out
and gave it to the man,

who was so stunned he nearly fell 
into a garbage can!
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“My wallet—oh you’ve found it! 
     You have truly saved my life!

                  I’ll pay the rent!
                      I’ll pay the bills!
             And won’t upset my wife!”

             And then the most surprising          
              unexpected thing took place,

as Walter felt a giant smile
grow upon his face.

He didn’t need the hand-held game, 
he didn’t need the bike,

for now he knew what truly
feeling happiness was like!

He’d helped a perfect stranger
        and it turned his day around.

             So, feeling great, 
he turned to leave—   

                   but then ...he heard
                            a sound.
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a tiny voice inquired.
     Walter Whippingdale?”

you,

And then the most 
amazing thing 

in Walter’s life transpired.

“Is that

            For out stepped Mary Murple,
                from behind the wallet guy. 

   “You saved my Dad, 
         I love you!” 
   Mary shouted 

              with a cry.
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And so an old brown wallet
did determine Walter’s fate.

And that’s how fast the worst of days
can go from grim—to great!
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